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INTEGRAL u-DEFORMED INVOLUTION MODULES
JUN HU AND YUJIAO SUN
ABSTRACT. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system and ∗ an automorphism of W with order
≤ 2 and S∗ = S. Lusztig and Vogan ([11], [14]) have introduced a u-deformed version
Mu of Kottwitz’s involution module over the Iwahori–Hecke algebra Hu(W ) with Hecke
parameter u2, where u is an indeterminate. Lusztig has proved that Mu is isomorphic to
the left Hu(W )-submodule of Hˆu generated byX∅ :=
∑
w∗=w∈W u
−ℓ(w)Tw , where
Hˆu is the vector space consisting of all formal (possibly infinite) sums
∑
x∈W cxTx
(cx ∈ Q(u) for each x). He speculated that one can extend this by replacing u with any
λ ∈ C \ {0, 1,−1}. In this paper, we give a positive answer to his speculation for any
λ ∈ K \ {0, 1,−1} and anyW , whereK is an arbitrary ground field.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (W,S) be a fixed Coxeter system and ∗ be a fixed automorphism of W with order
≤ 2 and such that S∗ = S. That is, s∗ ∈ S for any s ∈ S. Let ℓ : W → N be the usual
length function onW . If w ∈W then by definition
ℓ(w) := min{k | w = si1 . . . sik for some si1 , . . . , sik ∈ S}.
Definition 1.1. We define I∗ :=
{
w ∈ W
∣∣ w∗ = w−1}. The elements of I∗ will be
called twisted involutions relative to ∗.
Let u be an indeterminate over Q (the field of rational numbers).
Definition 1.2 ([1, 8]). Let Hu := Hu(W ) be the associative unital Q(u)-algebra with a
Q(u)-basis {Tw | w ∈W}and multiplication defined by
TwTw′ = Tww′ if ℓ(ww
′) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′);
(Ts + 1)(Ts − u
2) = 0 if s ∈ S.
We call Hu(W ) the Iwahori–Hecke algebra over Q(u) associated to (W,S) with Hecke
parameter u2.
Let A := Z[u, u−1] be the ring of Laurent polynomials on u. Let HA,u be the A-
subalgebra of Hu generated by {Tw | w ∈ W}. Then HA,u is a natural A-form of Hu
and isomorphic to the abstract A-algebra defined by the same generators and relations as
in Definition 1.2. For any fieldK and any λ ∈ K×, there is a unique ring homomorphism
φ : A → K satisfying that φ(u) = λ. We define Hλ := K ⊗A Hu and call Hλ the
specialized Iwahori–Hecke algebra associated to (W,S) with Hecke parameter λ2.
LetMu be a Q(u)-linear space with a Q(u)-basis {az | z ∈ I∗}.
Lemma 1.3 ([11, 14]). There is a unique Hu-module structure on Mu such that for any
s ∈ S and any w ∈ I∗,
Tsaw = uaw + (u + 1)asw if sw = ws
∗ > w;
Tsaw = (u
2 − u− 1)aw + (u
2 − u)asw if sw = ws
∗ < w;
Tsaw = asws∗ if sw 6= ws
∗ > w;
Tsaw = (u
2 − 1)aw + u
2asws∗ if sw 6= ws
∗ < w.
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When u is specialized to 1, the moduleMu degenerates to the involution module intro-
ducedmore than fifteen years ago by Kottwitz [9]. Kottwitz found the module by analyzing
Langlands theory of stable characters for real groups. He gave a conjectural description of
it (later established by Casselman) in terms of the Kazhdan-Lusztig left cell representations
of the Weyl group W . One interesting fact about the module Mu is that if W is of finite
classical type then any irreducible representation V appears as a component ofMu if and
only if V is a special irreducible representation ofW in the sense of [10]. For this reason,
we callMu the u-deformed involution modules.
In a series of papers [11], [12], [13], [14], Lusztig and Vogan have studied the u-
deformed involution modules systematically. A bar invariant canonical basis for Mu and
certain coefficient polynomials P σy,w were introduced, which can be regarded as some
twisted analogue of the classical well-knownKazhdan–Lusztig basis and Kazhdan–Lusztig
polynomials ([8]).
Let HˆA,u (resp., Hˆu) be the free A-module (resp., the Q(u)-vector space) consisting
of all formal (possibly infinite) sums
∑
x∈W cxTx, where cx ∈ A (resp., cx ∈ Q(u)) for
each x ∈ W .
Definition 1.4. ([12]) We define
X∅ :=
∑
x∈W,x∗=x
u−ℓ(x)Tx ∈ HˆA,u ⊆ Hˆu.
Theorem 1.5 ([13]). The map µ : Mu → Hˆu which sends a1 to X∅ can be extended
uniquely to a left Hu-module isomorphismMu ∼= HuX∅.
Note that the above theorem was proved in [7] by the first author and Jing Zhang in the
special case whenW = Sn and ∗ = id.
Definition 1.6. We define
A±1 := Z[u, u
−1, (u + 1)−1, (u− 1)−1].
LetMA,u be the freeA-submodule ofMu generated by {az | z ∈ I∗}. By Lemma 1.3,
it is clear thatMA,u naturally becomes a left HA,u-module. We set
MA±1,u := A±1⊗AMA,u, HA±1,u := A±1⊗AHA,u, HˆA±1,u := A±1⊗A HˆA,u.
For any ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with λ = φ(u) ∈ K \ {0, 1,−1}, we define
Mλ :=K ⊗A±1 MA±1,u,
Hλ :=K ⊗A±1 HA±1,u
∼= K ⊗A HA,u,
Hˆλ :=K ⊗A±1 HˆA±1,u
∼= K ⊗A HˆA,u.
If W is finite, then HA±1,u = HˆA±1,u, Hu = Hˆu and Hλ = Hˆλ. Note that HA,u
(resp., HA±1,u) is a free A-module (resp., A±1-module) with basis {Tw | w ∈ W}. For
simplicity, we shall often abbreviate 1K ⊗A Tw and 1K ⊗A±1 Tw as Tw.
By some calculations in small ranks, Lusztig has speculated in [13, §4.10] that Theorem
1.5 might be extended to the setting of specialized version Hˆλ of Hˆu for arbitrary λ ∈
C \ {0, 1,−1} whenW is finite. Therefore, it is natural to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.7. Let K be a field and λ ∈ K \ {0, 1,−1}. Let (W,S) be an arbitrary
Coxeter system.
(1) The map µ restricts to a left HA±1,u-module isomorphismMA±1,u
∼= HA±1,uX∅.
(2) For any ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with λ = φ(u), the map which sends
1K ⊗A±1 a1 to 1K ⊗A±1 X∅ can be extended uniquely to a well-defined left Hλ-module
isomorphismMλ ∼= Hλ(1K ⊗A±1 X∅).
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(3) For any ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with λ = φ(u), the canonical map
ιK : K ⊗A±1 HA±1,uX∅ → Hλ(1K ⊗A±1 X∅)
r ⊗A±1 hX∅ 7→ (r ⊗A±1 h)(1K ⊗A±1 X∅), ∀ r ∈ K,h ∈ HA±1,u,
is a left Hλ-module isomorphism.
(4) IfW is finite, then HA±1,uX∅ is a pure and free A±1-submodule of HA±1,u.
The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the above conjecture and thus give a
positive answer to Lusztig’s speculation. As an application of our main result, we obtain a
new integral basis for the moduleMu and for the module HA±1,uX∅, see Corollary 2.21
and Corollary 2.28.
2. PROOF OF CONJECTURE 1.7
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of Conjecture 1.7.
Definition 2.1 ([4]). For any w ∈ I∗ and s ∈ S, we define
s⋉ w :=
{
sw if sw = ws∗;
sws∗ if sw 6= ws∗.
For any w ∈ I∗ and si1 , · · · , sik ∈ S, we define
si1 ⋉ si2 ⋉ · · ·⋉ sik ⋉ w := si1 ⋉
(
si2 ⋉ · · ·⋉ (sik ⋉ w) · · ·
)
.
It is clear that s ⋉ w ∈ I∗ whenever w ∈ I∗ and s ∈ S. Furthermore, ⋉ is in general
not associative.
Definition 2.2 ([2, 4]). Let w ∈ I∗. If w = si1 ⋉si2⋉ · · ·⋉sik ⋉1, where k ∈ N, sij ∈ S
for each j, then (si1 , · · · , sik) is called an I∗-expression for w. Such an I∗-expression for
w is reduced if its length k is minimal.
We regard the empty sequence () as a reduced I∗-expression for w = 1. Let “≤” be the
Bruhat partial ordering onW defined with respect to S (cf. [6]). We write u < w if u ≤ w
and u 6= w. It follows by induction on ℓ(w) that every element w ∈ I∗ has a reduced
I∗-expression.
Lemma 2.3 ([4, 5]). Let w ∈ I∗. Any reduced I∗-expression for w has a common length.
Let ρ : I∗ → N be the map which assigns w ∈ I∗ to this common length. Then (I∗,≤) is
a graded poset with rank function ρ. Moreover, if s ∈ S then ρ(s ⋉ w) = ρ(w) ± 1, and
ρ(s⋉ w) = ρ(w) − 1 if and only if ℓ(sw) = ℓ(w) − 1.
Corollary 2.4 ([7, Corollary 2.6]). Let w ∈ I∗ and s ∈ S. Suppose that sw 6= ws
∗. Then
ℓ(sw) = ℓ(w)+1 if and only if ℓ(ws∗) = ℓ(w)+1, and if and only if ℓ(s⋉w) = ℓ(w)+2.
The same is true if we replace “+” by “−”.
Lemma 2.5. Let z ∈ I∗. Let (si1 , · · · , sik) (where k ∈ N) be an arbitrary reduced I∗-
expression of z. Then there exist sik+1 , sik+2 , . . . , sir ∈ S and integers k ≤ tk ≤ tk−1 ≤
· · · ≤ t1 = r such that r = ℓ(z), and for each 1 ≤ a ≤ k,
za := sia ⋉ sia+1 ⋉ · · ·⋉ sik ⋉ 1 = siasia+1 . . . siksik+1sik+2 · · · sita ,
ρ(za) = k − a + 1, ℓ(za) = ta − a + 1. In particular, siasia+1 . . . sita is a reduced
expression of za, sia · · · sik is a reduced expression and (ik+1, ik+2, . . . , ir) is uniquely
determined by the reduced I∗-expression (si1 , · · · , sik).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 and an induction on k. 
Definition 2.6. For each z ∈ I∗ and each reduced I∗-expression σ = (si1 , · · · , sik) of z,
we define
(2.7) σz := si1 . . . sik ∈W.
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In particular, we have σ1 = 1 and ρ(z) = ℓ(σz) for any z ∈ I∗. In general, σz depends
on the choice of the reduced I∗-expression (si1 , · · · , sik) of z.
Definition 2.8 ([5, Proposition 2.5], [15, Proposition 2.2]). Let w ∈ I∗ and (si1 , · · · , sik)
be a reduced I∗-expression of w. We define
w0 := w, wt := sit ⋉ wt−1, for 1 ≤ t ≤ k.
Define ℓ∗ : I∗ → N by
ℓ∗(w) := #{1 ≤ t ≤ k | sitwt = wts
∗
it
}.
The notation ℓ∗(w) we used here was denoted by ℓθ(w) in [4] and [5], and was denoted
by φ in [13, §1.5]. By [5], ℓ∗(w) depends only on w but not on the choice of the reduced
I∗-expression (si1 , · · · , sik) of w.
Lemma 2.9 ([3, Theorem 4.8], [5, §2.2]). Let w ∈ I∗. Then ρ(w) = (ℓ(w) + ℓ
∗(w))/2.
Let¯ : A → A be the ring involution such that un = (−u)−n for any n ∈ Z. Let
ǫ : I∗ → {1,−1}, z 7→ (−1)
ρ(z), ∀ z ∈ I∗. By Lemma 2.9, our ǫ coincides with the
function ǫ defined in [13, §1.5].
Definition 2.10 ([13, §1.1]). Let {Lxz | z ∈ I∗, x ∈ W} be a set of uniquely determined
polynomials in Z[u] such that
Txa1 =
∑
z∈I∗
Lxzaz, ∀x ∈W.
Definition 2.11 ([13, §1.6]). For x ∈W, z ∈ I∗, we set
L˜xz := (−1)
ℓ(x)ǫ(z)Lxz .
Lemma 2.12 ([13, §1.7, the 5th line above §1.8]). For z ∈ I∗, we have
µ(az) =
∑
x∈W
L˜xzTx.
Note that there is a typo in the identity on µ(az) in [13, §1.7, the 5th line above §1.8]).
The element Tz in the right hand should be replaced by Tx.
Proposition 2.13. Let z ∈ I∗ and σ = (si1 , · · · , sik) be a reduced I∗-expression of z.
Let (ik+1, · · · , ir) be the unique (r − k)-tuple determined by this reduced I∗-expression
as described in Lemma 2.5. Then z = si1 ⋉ · · · ⋉ sik ⋉ 1 = si1 · · · siksik+1 · · · sir with
k = ρ(z), r = ℓ(z), where si1 , . . . , sir ∈ S, and we haveL
σz
z = (u+1)
ℓ∗(z), andLσzw 6= 0
only if ρ(w) < ρ(z) and there exists a reduced I∗-expression σ
′ of w such that σ′w < σz .
Moreover, Lσzw ∈ uZ[u] if w 6= z.
Definition 2.14. Let z ∈ I∗ and σ = (si1 , · · · , sik) be a reduced I∗-expression of z. We
define
I∗(≺σ z) :=
{
w ∈ I∗
∣∣∣ ρ(w) < ρ(z) and there exists a reduced I∗-expression σ′
of w such that σ′w < σz .
}
Then Proposition 2.13 is equivalent to the following identity:
(2.15) Tσza1 = (u+ 1)
ℓ∗(z)az +
∑
w∈I∗(≺σz)
Lσzw aw, L
σz
w ∈ uZ[u].
Proof of Proposition 2.13: Let z ∈ I∗. We prove the proposition by induction on ρ(z). If
ρ(z) = 0, then z = 1, σz = 1 and T1a1 = a1.
Let k ∈ N∗. Suppose that the statement holds when ρ(z) < k. Let z ∈ I∗ with
ρ(z) = k. We follow the notation and hypothesis in Lemma 2.5 and Definition 2.6. Then
z = si1 ⋉ · · · ⋉ sik ⋉ 1 = si1 · · · siksik+1 · · · sir with k = ρ(z), r = ℓ(z) for some
si1 , . . . , sir ∈ S. By definition, σz = si1 · · · sik . Let x
′ = si1σz = si2 · · · sik . Note that
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(si1 , · · · , sik) is a reduced I∗-expression implies that σ
′ := (si2 , · · · , sik) is a reduced
I∗-expression of z
′ := si2 ⋉ · · ·⋉ sik ⋉ 1, then ρ(z
′) = k− 1 and x′ = σz′ in the notation
of Definition 2.6. Now x′ < σz and
Tσza1 =Tsi1Tx′a1 = Tsi1Tσz′a1
=Tsi1
(u+ 1)ℓ∗(z′)az′ + ∑
z′′∈I∗(≺σ′z
′)
Lx
′
z′′az′′
 , Lx′z′′ ∈ uZ[u],
=(u+ 1)ℓ
∗(z′)Tsi1az′ +
∑
z′′∈I∗(≺σ′z
′)
Lxz′′Tsi1az′′ .
We consider the first term in the above identity. There are two possibilities:
Case 1. If si1z
′ = z′s∗i1 , then z = si1 ⋉ z
′ = si1z
′. Thus
Tsi1az′ = uaz′ + (u+ 1)asi1z′ = uaz′ + (u+ 1)az,
where ℓ∗(z) = ℓ∗(z′) + 1 and z′ ∈ I∗(≺σ z), as required.
Case 2. If si1z
′ 6= z′s∗i1 , then z = si1 ⋉ z
′ = si1z
′s∗i1 . Thus
Tsi1az′ = asi1z′s∗i1
= az ,
where ℓ∗(z) = ℓ∗(z′), as required.
Therefore, it remains to consider the term Tsi1az′′ for each z
′′ ∈ I∗(≺σ′ z
′). We
know that σz = si1x
′ = si1 · · · sik and σz′ = x
′ = si2 · · · sik are reduced expressions.
Combining our assumption z′′ ∈ I∗(≺σ′ z
′) and Lemma 1.3 together we can deduce that
Tsi1az′′ is a Z[u]-linear combination of some aw with w ∈ I∗(≺σ z). Therefore, we get
that
Tσza1 = (u+ 1)
ℓ∗(z)az +
∑
w∈I∗(≺σz)
Lσzw aw,
where Lσzw ∈ uZ[u] for each w ∈ I∗(≺σ z). This completes the proof of the proposition.
Note that w ∈ I∗(≺σ z) implies that ρ(w) < ρ(z).
Corollary 2.16. Let z ∈ I∗ and σ, σˆ be two reduced I∗-expressions of z. Then
Tσza1 = (u+ 1)
ℓ∗(z)az +
∑
w∈I∗
ρ(w)<ρ(z)
Lσzw aw, L
σz
w ∈ uZ[u],
Tσza1 ≡ Tσˆza1 (mod
∑
w∈I∗
ρ(w)<ρ(z)
uZ[u]aw) .
Corollary 2.17. For each z ∈ I∗ we fix a reduced I∗-expression σ of z and define σz as
in Definition 2.6. Then the map σ∗ : z 7→ σz defines an injection from I∗ intoW . In other
words, σz1 = σz2 if and only if z1 = z2.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.13. 
Definition 2.18. We define
A−1 := Z[u, u
−1, (u + 1)−1], A1 := Z[u, u
−1, (u− 1)−1].
Corollary 2.19. For each z ∈ I∗ we fix a reduced I∗-expression σ of z and define σz as in
Definition 2.6. Then
az =
1
(u+ 1)ℓ∗(z)
Tσza1 +
∑
w∈I∗(≺σz)
ξwz Tσwa1,(2.20)
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where for each w ∈ I∗(≺σ z), ξ
w
z ∈ A−1. In particular,
az =
1
(u+ 1)ℓ∗(z)
Tσza1 +
∑
w∈I∗
ρ(w)<ρ(z)
ξwz Tσwa1
=
1
(u+ 1)ℓ∗(z)
Tσza1 +
∑
w∈I∗
ℓ(σw)<ℓ(σz)
ξwz Tσwa1.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.13, (2.15) and Corollary 2.16. 
LetMA,u be the free A-submodule ofMu generated by {az | z ∈ I∗}. It is clear that
MA,u naturally becomes a left HA,u-module. We set
MA−1,u := A−1 ⊗AMA,u, MA1,u := A1 ⊗AMA,u.
For each z ∈ I∗, we identify 1A−1 ⊗A az , 1A1 ⊗A az , 1A±1 ⊗A az and 1Q(u) ⊗A az
with az .
Corollary 2.21. For each z ∈ I∗ we fix a reduced I∗-expression σ of z and define σz as in
Definition 2.6. Then the elements in the following set
(2.22)
{
Tσza1
∣∣ z ∈ I∗}
form an A−1-basis of MA−1,u, an A±1-basis of MA±1,u and a Q(u)-basis of Mu. The
same is true if one replacesA−1 with any fieldK and u with any λ ∈ K
× whenever there
is a ring homomorphism φ : A−1 → K with λ = φ(u).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.13 and (2.15). 
Corollary 2.23. For each z ∈ I∗ we fix a reduced I∗-expression σ of z and define σz as in
Definition 2.6. We have that
HA−1,uX∅ = A−1-Span
{
TσzX∅
∣∣ z ∈ I∗}.
In particular,
HA±1,uX∅ = A±1-Span
{
TσzX∅
∣∣ z ∈ I∗},
and the map µ ↓MA±1,u : MA±1,u → HA±1,uX∅ is surjective.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.21 and the surjectivity of µ ↓MA−1,u : MA−1,u ։
HA−1,uX∅. 
For any fieldK and any ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with λ = φ(u), we define
µK : Mλ → Hλ(1K ⊗A±1 X∅)
to be the composition of the following surjection
idK ⊗A±1µ ↓MA±1,u : Mλ = K ⊗A±1 MA±1,u ։ K ⊗A±1 HA±1,uX∅
with the canonical surjective homomorphism
ιK : K ⊗A±1 HA±1,uX∅ ։Hλ(1K ⊗A±1 X∅)
introduced in Conjecture 1.7. By definition, we know that µK is surjective.
Proposition 2.24. Let K be a field. For any ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with
λ = φ(u), the elements in the following set
(2.25)
{
YK,z := µK
(
1K ⊗A±1 az
)
∈ Hλ(1⊗A±1 X∅)
∣∣ z ∈ I∗}
form anK-basis ofHλ(1K⊗A±1X∅). In particular, µK is a leftHλ-module isomorphism.
Furthermore, the elements in the following set
(2.26)
{
Yz := µ(az) ∈ HA±1,uX∅
∣∣ z ∈ I∗}
form anA±1-basis of HA±1,uX∅.
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Proof. We consider the first part of the proposition. Recall that µK is surjective. Since
{1K ⊗A±1 az | z ∈ I∗} is a K-basis of Mλ, it suffices to show that the elements in the
subset (2.25) areK-linearly independent. Note that the assumption λ 6= 0,−1 is used here
to ensure that µK is surjective (by Corollary 2.21 and Corollary 2.23).
Suppose that the elements in the subset (2.25) areK-linearly dependent. That says, we
can find an positive integerm and
{z1, z2, · · · , zm} ⊆ I∗,
such that YK,z1 , · · · , YK,zm areK-linearly dependent. For each z ∈ {z1, · · · , zm}, we fix
a reduced I∗-expression of z and define σz as in Definition 2.6. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that ρ(z1) ≤ ρ(z2) ≤ · · · ≤ ρ(zm). Equivalently, ℓ(σz1) ≤ ℓ(σz2) ≤ · · · ≤
ℓ(σzm). Furthermore, we can find an integer n ≥ m and a finite subset {wm+1, · · · , wn}
ofW \ {σz1 , · · · , σzm} such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
(2.27) Yzj = µ(azj ) =
m∑
i=1
L˜
σzi
zj Tσzi +
n∑
k=m+1
L˜wkzj Twk .
By Definition 2.10, Definition 2.11, Lemma 2.12 and Proposition 2.13,
(Yz1 , Yz2 , · · · , Yzm) = (Tσz1 , Tσz2 , · · · , Tσzm︸ ︷︷ ︸
m terms
, Twm+1 , Twm+2, · · · , Twn︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−m) terms
)D1AuD2,
whereD1 is the following n× n diagonal matrix:
D1 = Diag
(
(−1)ℓ(σz1), · · · , (−1)ℓ(σzm), (−1)ℓ(wm+1), · · · , (−1)ℓ(wn)
)
,
D2 is the following n× n diagonal matrix:
D2 = Diag
(
ǫ(z1), · · · , ǫ(zm)
)
,
and Au is the following n×m matrix inMn×m(Z[u
−1]):
Au =

(1 − u−1)ℓ
∗(z1)
(1− u−1)ℓ
∗(z2) 0
. . .
∗
(1− u−1)ℓ
∗(zm)
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

n×m
,
such that the top m × m submatrix is a lower triangular matrix with diagonal elements
given by {
(1 − u−1)ℓ
∗(z1), · · · , (1− u−1)ℓ
∗(zm)
}
.
By assumption λ = φ(u) 6∈ {0, 1,−1}. We define Aλ := Au ↓u:=λ. Then
(1K ⊗A±1 Yz1 , · · · , 1K ⊗A±1 Yzm) =
(1K ⊗A±1 Tσz1 , · · · , 1K ⊗A±1 Tσzm︸ ︷︷ ︸
m terms
, 1K ⊗A±1 Twm+1, · · · , 1K ⊗A±1 Twn︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−m) terms
)D1AλD2,
By the above discussion and the assumption that λ 6= 1 we can see that rankAλ = m.
Note that {1K ⊗A±1 Tw | w ∈W} is a subset ofK-linearly independent elements in Hˆλ.
SinceD1, D2 are invertible, it follows that
{YK,z1 = 1K ⊗A±1 Yz1 , · · · , YK,zm = 1K ⊗A±1 Yzm}
is a set ofK-linearly independent elements in Hλ(1K ⊗A±1 X∅) ⊆ Hˆλ. We get a contra-
diction. In particular, this implies that µK is a left Hλ-module isomorphism. This proves
the first part of the proposition.
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Finally, taking K = Q(u) we see that µQ(u) is an isomorphism by the first part of the
proposition which we have just proved. This further implies that idQ(u)⊗A±1µ ↓MA±1,u
is an isomorphism. Since
Q(u)⊗A±1 Kerµ ↓MA±1,u⊆ Ker(idQ(u)⊗A±1µ ↓MA±1,u) = {0},
it follows that Kerµ ↓MA±1,u= 0. Hence µ ↓MA±1,u is an isomorphism and the elements
in (2.26) form anA±1-basis of HA±1,uX∅. This proves the second part of the proposition
and hence we complete the proof of the proposition. 
Proof of Conjecture 1.7: (1) and (2) follows from Proposition 2.24. Now (3) follows from
(1) and (2). It remains to consider (4). For this purpose, we assume thatW is finite. Then
X∅ ∈ HA±1,u.
By (2.27) and Proposition 2.13, we easily see that the elements in the following set
{Yz | z ∈ I∗} ⊔ {Tw | w ∈W \ {σz | z ∈ I∗}}
form anA±1-basis of HˆA±1,u = HA±1,u. This implies that HA±1,uX∅ is a pure and free
A±1-submodule of HA±1,u. This completes the proof of Conjecture 1.7.
Corollary 2.28. The elements in the following set
(2.29)
{
TσzX∅
∣∣ z ∈ I∗}
form an A±1-basis of HA±1,uX∅. The same is true if one replaces A±1 with any field K
and u with any λ ∈ K× whenever there is a ring homomorphism φ : A±1 → K with
λ = φ(u).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.21, Corollary 2.23 and Conjecture 1.7 (which we
have just proved). 
By Lemma 2.12,
µ(az) =
∑
x∈W
L˜xzTx,
where L˜xz ∈ Z[u
−1]. Following [13, Theorem 0.2(b)], we define nxz := L˜
x
z ↓u−1=0∈ Z.
Then Lusztig has proved in [13, Theorem 0.2(c)] that there is a unique surjective function
π : W ։ I∗ such that for any x ∈ W, z ∈ I∗, we have n
x
z = 1 if z = π(x); and n
x
z = 0 if
z 6= π(x).
Our next result shows that the map σ∗ which we introduced in Corollary 2.17 is a right
inverse of π.
Corollary 2.30. Let σ∗ : I∗ →֒W be the injection defined in Corollary 2.17. Then π◦σ∗ =
idI∗ .
Proof. Let z ∈ I∗. Following [13, §1.8], we use {Tw | w ∈ W} to denote the standard
basis of the specialization H0 of Hu at u := 0, and use M0 to denote the specialization
of M at u := 0. Then M0 is a Q-space with basis {aw | w ∈ I∗} and with H0-module
structure given by
T saw = asw if sw = ws
∗ > w;
T saw = asws∗ if sw 6= ws
∗ > w;
T saw = −aw if sw < w,
where s ∈ S,w ∈ I∗.
Setting u := 0 on both sides of (2.15), we get that
Tσza1 = az.
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On the other hand, since L˜σzx := (−1)
ℓ(σz)ǫ(x)Lσzx for any x ∈ I∗, setting u := 0 in L
σz
x
is equivalent to setting u−1 := 0 in L˜σzx . We can deduce from [13, Theorem 0.2(c)] that
π ◦ σ∗(z) = π(σz) = z.
Note that (−1)ℓ(σz)ǫ(z) = (−1)ρ(z)(−1)ρ(z) = 1. This completes the proof of the corol-
lary. 
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